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“ A  p o w e r f u l ,  m y s t e r i o u s 
a n d  i n t r i g u i n g  w i n e ,  w h i c h 
d o e s  n o t  r e v e a l  a l l  i t s 
f a c e t s  a t  f i r s t  t a s t e ,  b u t 
e n v e l o p s  t he  p a l a t e  i n 
t he  c u r i o s i t y  o f  b e i n g 
a b l e  t o  g r a s p  i t s 
d i f f e r e n t  n u a n c e s . ” 

A x e l  H e i n z
E s t a t e  D i r e c t o r



Ornellaia is an undisputed icon of Italian wine. 

In our second year as a direct partner of this majestic Super-Tuscan 
estate, we are delighted to launch their spectacular set of 2019 and 
2020 releases. Masters in the art of blending, the jewel in their crown 
is the eponymous Ornellaia cuvée, which, along with the rest of its 
stable, has been released to astonishing critical acclaim.  

Since its first commercial vintage in 1985, Ornellaia has been 
pivotal in shaping Italy’s fine wine landscape, creating wines from 
‘unsanctioned’ varieties such as Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon that 
were too good to ignore. These rebellious estates were nicknamed 
the ‘Super Tuscans’. In 1992 the legal system yielded, and a new 
designation was created to acknowledge these magnificent wines. 

Ornellia’s prestigious vineyards lie just a few kilometres inland from 
the Tyrrhenian Sea, nestled in the foothills near Bolgheri. Languorous, 
warm Tuscan summers are balanced by both the altitude and cooling 
coastal breezes that drif t inland across the vines, bringing intense 
ripeness and perfect harmony in wines of jaw dropping finesse and 
complexity. The Bordeaux varietals planted here thrive in the marine, 
alluvial and volcanic soils, with ancient olive and cypress trees 
standing guard amongst the vines. The beauty, poise and breathtaking 
intensity of Tenuta dell’Ornellaia’s wines have made them some of the 
most collectable in the world. 

Ornellaia’s upcoming releases are:

• Le Volte dell’Ornellaia 2020
• Poggio alle Gazze dell’Ornellaia 2020
• Ornellaia 2019 
• Ornellaia Bianco 2019

These will be followed by the wonderful Le Serre Nuove dell’Ornellaia 
2020 in autumn 2022. 



W ith Italy firmly in the spotlight today as one of the main 
markets to watch, Ornellaia 2019 is a hotly anticipated 

release. 

This storied estate is one of the market’s favourite Super Tuscans and 
there is no doubt it is going from strength to strength. Winemaker 
Olga Fusari and Estate Director Axel Heinz have paved a veritable 
renaissance at this estate. It has seen a marked improvement in quality 
and today the wines are the best they can be. 

2019 is a triumph for Ornellaia: it receives a pristine set of scores from 
the critics that are on a par with the greatest vintages such as 2010, 
2009, 2008, 2006 and 2004. Both Jancis Robinson and Antonio 
Galloni scored it higher than 2019 Sassicaia yet the release price 
remains comfortably below its famous neighbour.

“If Italy had a classification system similar to Bordeaux, then Ornellaia 
would be a first-growth. Located in the coastal region of Bolgheri, the 

Bordeaux blend Ornellaia is a modern legend in Tuscan winemaking.” 
James Suckling

“Ornellaia is, hands down, one of the best wines made in Italy.”
Monica Larner, The Wine Advocate

“Ornellaia is without question one of Italy’s blue-chip properties.”
Antonio Galloni, Vinous

These accolades make it both desirable and collectable, and we can 
only see this brand strengthening in the coming years. Its improved 
distribution model also ensures this desirability is a firm feature globally. 

We would also like to draw your attention to the estate’s third wine, the 
outstanding Le Volte dell’Ornellaia. It has recieved its highest scores to 
date from a number of key critics. 

This super-expressive wine delivers a sumptuous early drinking ‘Super 
Tuscan’ blend and 2020 has produced one of the best wines we have 
tasted. It always offers exceptional value and we highly recommend our 
customers taking full advantage of this wonderful new vintage.  

“One that will give a lot of pleasure.” Decanter

“The 2020 is a terrific Le Volte.” Antonio Galloni, Vinous

“Grabs you from the first moment your nose hovers over the glass.”  
Jane Anson

Always released at fair and sensible prices, the wines from this 
prestigious stable are within most people’s grasp. They not only offer 
exceptional drinking and cellaring potential, but with Ornellaia’s brand 
ever strengthening in the market, this estate must be one to watch for its 
exciting future. 

This is a magical set of wines from Ornellaia, and Goedhuis are proud 
to be one of their UK partners.

T H E  N E W  R E L E A S E
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2019 saw it all and is defined by the variable climatic conditions that cropped 

up throughout the growing season, alternating from periods of cold and rain 
to prolonged heat and drought. Fortunately, Mother Nature was kind when it 
mattered most, and a predominantly sunny August and September ensured 
excellent ripening and harvesting conditions. This is a high-quality vintage and a 
particularly exciting year for Merlot which thrived. The reds have a beautifully silky 
texture and dazzling depth, the whites a striking acidity and aromatic richness. 

A late Spring coupled with a long period of rain and low temperatures meant 
that vine growth was considerably slower in 2019. Flowering occurred 10 days 
later than usual and some of the late varieties, Cabernet Franc and Cabernet 
Sauvignon included, struggled to complete fruit set before the heat arrived and 
volumes are down. The warm, sunny June and July was interrupted by some 
refreshing rain showers and temperatures returned to the seasonal norm. The 
stage was set for perfect ripening and harvest was approached with peace of mind. 

Picking took place a little later than normal, starting on 19th August for the whites 
and 5th September for the reds, before being immediately interrupted by a weekend 
of thunderstorms and resuming on 9th September. The Merlot harvest was one of 
the latest in Ornellaia history, ending on 21st September. The cooler temperatures 
in mid to late September helped preserve finesse and aromatic freshness. 



While 2020 presented some challenges throughout the growing season, 
cool nights and consistent breezes in the run-up to harvest ensured a 

fabulous, healthy crop. The whites are incredibly perfumed and mineral laden 
while the reds are defined by their crystalline fruit and impressive structure. 

After a mild and rainy winter, March saw a brief drop in temperatures before 
budding commenced in the last week of the month. While there were some 
worrying spring frosts, the newly opened shoots were protected by the cottony 
bud tissue that was still wrapped around them at this stage. The clement 
weather and regular rainfall that followed allowed for unhampered vegetative 
development until flowering. Heavy rain in the middle of June was followed by 
a prolonged period of hot, dry conditions that lasted until the end of August 
and saw véraison occur quickly and harmoniously under a blazing July sun. 

Harvest began on August 13th with the Sauvignon Blanc. Rather unusually, the 
Viognier and Verdicchio were  harvested at a similar time, while the Vermentino  
was left to ripen until the second week of September. The early harvest and 
the absence of any hydric stress in 2020 has given crisp, pure  whites  with 
delicious bite.

As for the reds, welcome rains at the end of August brought with them a 
considerable drop in temperatures: optimal conditions for the Merlots to 
complete their ripening. They were harvested early and quickly - in only 
two weeks - to preserve freshness and fruitiness, and just in time to avoid 
a sudden week-long heat wave. In 2020 the reds are a great example of 
the marriage of elegance and strength possible from this famed estate. 
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• The estate’s third wine is designed to be drunk from the outset 
• This 2020 is super-expressive, elegant, mid-weight and utterly delicious
• It’s a gorgeous little wine, delivering an approachable, early drinking   
   ‘Super Tuscan’ blend
• Key critics have awarded the 2020 record scores, with Galloni exclaiming:      
   “The 2020 is a terrific Le Volte.”
• The different varietals are fermented separately in small steel tanks to       
   maintain their varietal characteristics
• The wine was aged for 10 months, partly in barriques used previously for      
  Ornellaia and partly in concrete tanks, to obtain the perfect balance between    
   tannic structure and an expression of fresh fruit

Grabs you from the first moment your nose hovers over the glass. Smudged charcoal 
runs into raspberry, underbrush and mandarin orange peel that speaks of Tuscan 
sun. Excellent quality, good persistency in the glass as it stretches out through the 
palate. Everything feels in balance, and this provides another indicator that 2020 
is a great vintage in this corner of Italy - Le Volte is (almost) 100% Merlot but has 
freshness and nuance. 93 points. Jane Anson 

The 2020 Le Volte dell’Ornellaia is a bright, vibrant red to drink now and over the 
next handful of years. Sweet red cherry, mint, cedar, tobacco and peppery notes 
lend energy. There’s terrific aromatic complexity to play off the rich, deep fruit. The 
2020 is a terrific Le Volte. One of the recent evolutions here is a focus on Merlot 
rather than Sangiovese, as it was in the early days. I would give this a few months in 
bottle, as the tannins are a bit rustic in the early going. Drink 2022 - 2029. 89 points. 
Antonio Galloni

Bright and young on the nose, smells like freshly-picked red cherries, almost like 
sweets, blackcurrant and cherry sweets braced by bramble fruits and soft perfume. 
Softly creamy and chalky on the palate, strawberries and red cherries have a chalky 
texture and quite a perfume to the flavour profile. There is fruit there but then it’s 
subdued a little by a savoury wood aspect, sweet vanilla and spiced clove that edges 
the palate. Feels a little disconnected at the moment, not all in harmony, but it has 
a charm to it and will be approachable earlier. One that will give a lot of pleasure. 
Drink 2023 – 2035. 93 points. Decanter



P O G G I O  A L L E  G A Z Z E  D E L L ’ O R N E L L A I A  2 02 0

• Ornellaia’s outstanding second white wine owes its elegant Mediterranean style,        
   firm structure, ripe fruit and great finesse, to the estate’s unique microclimate
• 69% Sauvignon Blanc - 22% Vermentino - 5% Viognier - 4% Verdicchio
• Fermentation in barriques, 25% new and 25% used, in steel tanks and in          
   concrete eggs
• The 2020 has complex aromatic intensity, excellent weight, balanced by a         
   lively freshness

Lovely refined aromas, elderflower, peach, apricot, some white flowers and gently 
bitter orange rind. I love the texture here, smooth and succulent, a very satisfying 
weight - bright with such aromatic intensity. Body and texture here, a good food 
wine, with acidity giving lemon and lime touches and a clarity left on the tongue 
towards the finish. Very appealing. Drink 2023 – 2033. 93 points. Decanter

The 2020 Poggio Alle Gazze is a bright, aromatic white to drink now and over the 
next few years. White flowers, sage, mint, pear and citrus are all finely delineated. 
There’s great energy and focus. The Sauvignon Blanc is quite expressive in the 
2020. Drink 2022 - 2027. 92 points. Antonio Galloni

Sauvignon Blanc dominant on the nose, with a flick of gunsmoke reduction. Great 
pace and momentum through the palate, this is mouthwatering and seductive, 
layering brambled gooseberry with citrus and safe alongside slate salinity. So easy 
to recommend this white wine from director Axel Heinz and oenologist Olga Fusari. 
25% new oak, blend at the end of ageing. 12 months in bottle before release. 
93 points. Jane Anson



• The estate’s celebrated flagship wine from their top vineyards, situated up to 100       
   metres above sea level
• 62% Cabernet Sauvignon - 31% Merlot - 4% Petit Verdot - 3% Cabernet Franc
• Hand-picking, manual and optical sorting to further increase the quality of selection
• Each grape variety and single vineyard block are vinified separately
• The wine spends 12 months in oak (70% new) before being assembled and       
   returned for a further 6 months of barrel ageing to perfectly integrate the blend
• The finishing touch is a beautiful, limited edition label that adorns one bottle in
   each case, created this year by Swedish artists, Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg

*Ornellaia 2019 will be released on allocation only, 
please contact your account manager to express your interest*

Pure delicious fruit expression on the nose, the best and brightest black cherry 
aromas, so pure and defined. Supremely elegant with delicate perfume surrounding 
the rich fruit aromas with a dusting of vanilla and milk chocolate. Excellent tension 
on the palate - you feel this is so direct and pristine, the flavours just driving from 
start to finish in one straight push but with concentration and intensity. It’s not 
so layered or expansive at this point but so well executed - you can feel the power. 
Tannins are grippy with ripe blackcurrants, a fleshy kind of texture to the palate 
with a hint of dry stoniness and salinity on the finish alongside liquorice and clove. 
So young and too young to drink but this has incredible depth, confidence and 
restraint. It’s sleeping now. Drink 2027 – 2045. 98 points. Decanter

The 2019 Ornellaia is one of the most elegant wines I have ever tasted here. All the 
elements are so well-balanced. Dark and racy, with fabulous class and pedigree 
to burn, the 2019 is superb from the very first taste. Dark plum, mocha, new 
leather, licorice and spice build over time, but it is the wine’s stunning finesse 
that impresses most. The 2019 has the highest percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon 
since the 2002. That very much comes through in the wine’s vibrancy and aromatic 
presence. Drink 2027 - 2049. 97+ points. Antonio Galloni

Charred caramel and liquorice aromatics, with sappy acidity accompanying 
generous olive tapenade, blackberry and raspberry fruits on the opening beats. 
Deceptively silky tannins, they are tactile and supple at first then close in through 
the mid palate, revealing a more serious Ornellaia with layers of graphite, savoury 
cassis, sage, bay leaf, underbrush and white truffle spices. A touch of sweet 
salted caramel returns after half an hour in the glass, this is well structured and 
will be giving its best after five or six years in bottle, and for several decades. A 
hot dry summer followed by cooler weather during harvest has given finesse and 
complexity, and a wine to savour. 98 points. Jane Anson
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• Ornellaia’s spectacular, terroir-driven and incredibly rare flagship white        
   from three small north-facing vineyards
• 81% Sauvignon Blanc - 19% Viognier
• Hand-harvested in the early hours of the morning and immediately cooled       
   on arrival in the cellar to keep the aromatic potential intact
• Fermentation in barriques (30% new), followed by ageing for 10 months  
   on the lees with periodic bâtonnage and concluded in steel vats for 2 more    
   months 

So sophisticated and elegant, a brilliant expression of Sauvignon Blanc with smoky, 
stone, lemon aromas alongside pear and green apple - aromatic and so open. 
Excellent mouthfeel, there’s such a lovely weight, slightly viscous with a hint of 
sweetness but then you get this clarity and complexity from clear aromatics but 
also the freshness. Nothing is too much, each part playing out in terms of weight, 
structure, acidity and length. It’s the succulence then at the same time the salinity 
that captivated me, the two playing against each other with the support from 
plumped up and cushioned fruit giving the overall weight. Really lovely - a treat to 
taste. Drink 2024 – 2036. 97 points. Decanter

The 2019 Ornellaia Bianco is a very reserved wine. It does not appear to have the 
depth of some of its predecessors, but that is mostly attributable to a shift in picking 
earlier and using more large format oak. Lemon peel, white flowers, mint, sage and 
green pear lend energy to this taut, Bordeaux-inspired blend. Readers should plan on 
cellaring this for at least a year. Drink 2022 - 2029. 94 points. Antonio Galloni

Enticing waves of perfectly judged gunsmoke reduction on the first nose, dancing 
across the palate and hinting at minerality rather than closing things down. Fragrant, 
joyous, chiselled citrus, lime, chamomile and lemongrass, with a slate scrape texture 
giving grip, depth and persistency. I’ve said it before, but I put this right up there 
with my favourite dry white wines, alongside Pavillon Blanc, Remelluri Bianco and 
Penfold Yattarna. This is winemaker Axel Heinz working his magic. Love it. 
98 points. Jane Anson


